DESPITE EXPONENTIAL GROWTH IN THE NUMBER OF DATA BREACHES, COMPANIES KEEP INCREASING LEVELS OF INVESTMENT IN PERIMETER SECURITY.

RESEARCH REVEALS A WIDE GAP BETWEEN PERCEPTION AND REALITY OF PERIMETER SECURITY EFFECTIVENESS.

PERCEPTION

- 87% of IT decision-makers feel their organization’s perimeter security is effective at keeping out security threats.
- Organizations allocate more budget, resource and time to protecting customer data rather than protecting their intellectual property.
- 72% stated that their investment in perimeter security has increased over the past 5 years.

REALITY

- 1/3 believe unauthorized users are still able to access their networks and a further 34% are not confident in the security of their organization’s data should a breach occur.
- 30% of IT decision-makers admit their company has fallen victim to a breach.
- 8% of data was protected by encryption.
- 90% of organizations suffered negative commercial consequences as a result of data breaches.

1500 DATA BREACHES

1 BILLION DATA RECORDS COMPROMISED IN 2014